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This study deals the prediction of temperature effect on low-frequency dispersion of
alternating current (AC) conductivity spectra of composite materials based on copolymer
reinforced with carbon black (CB) particles. A sample of ethylene butylacrylate loaded with
13% of CB particles were prepared and investigated using the impedance spectroscopy
representation in the frequency range from 40 Hz to 0.1 MHz and temperature range
from 20°C to 125°C. The dielectric constant, ε', and dielectric losses, ε'', were found to
decrease with increasing frequency. The frequency dependence of the AC conductivity
follows the universal power law with a large deviation in the high frequency region, the
positive temperature coefficient in resistivity effect has been observed below the melting
temperature which makes this composite potentially remarkable for industrial applications.
Key Words: Copolymer composite, Carbon black, Jonscher’s power law, Permittivity,
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INTRODUCTION
It is known that the addition of conducting charges to
polymers allows the modification of polymers’ physical
properties, as well as the implementation of new features in
the polymer host matrix (Blom et al., 1998; Bouknaitir et al.,
2017; He et al., 2016). The investigation of dielectric properties
as a function of frequency and temperature is one of the most
convenient methods of studying the transport mechanisms
of polymer nanocomposite (El Hasnaoui et al., 2014). The
polarization of a dielectric material composite is contributed
by electronic, ionic, and dipolar polarization. It is proven that
the dipole polarization requires relatively longer period of
time than that of electronic and ionic polarization (Kimura &
Kajiwara, 1998). For polar molecules, the dielectric constant
decreases with frequency because the permanent dipoles
cannot be reoriented quite quickly (Nigrawal & Chand, 2013).
The understanding of conducting filler’s effect on conduction

mechanisms of polymers is still a work in progress.
The main interest of this study was to investigate the
dielectric and electrical conductivity behaviours of ethylene
butylacrylate (EBA) copolymer charged with 13% of
carbon black (CB) nanopatricles and to their modeling. The
relaxation parameters exhibited by the sample in the range
from 40 Hz to 0.1 MHz was analyzed as a function of the
temperature below and above the melting point.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample of an EBA copolymer filled with 13% of acetylene
CB used in this investigation were obtained from Borealis
AB (Sweden). The butylacrylate monomer contains
butylester side groups, providing a certain polarity and a
relative low crystallinity (20%). The average size of the CB
nanoparticles is about 30 nm (Mdarhri et al., 2007). For
electrical measurements, the sample was prepared as disc
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with a thickness of about 1 mm. Aluminium electrodes from
7 to 10 mm diameter were deposited on the opposite sides
of the sample. The electrical leads were fixed by silver paint.
Cross checking experiments were made, using different size
electrodes.
During the electric measurements, the samples were
maintained in a helium atmosphere in order to improve the
heat transfer and eliminate the moisture. The impedance
spectroscopy measurements were made from 40 Hz to 0.1
MHz and temperature range from 20°C to 125°C, using
an Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyzer in the CpR p configuration. The complex admittance Y*(ω)=1/
Z*(ω)=G(ω)+jB(ω) could be converted into complex
permittivity formalism ε*=ε'−jε'' using the relations ε'(ω)=
B(ω)e/ε0Aω and ε''(ω)=G(ω)e/ε0Aω, where A is the crosssectional area of the sample, e is its thickness and ε0 is the free
space permittivity. The terms G(ω) and B(ω) are respectively
the conductance and the susceptance of the samples.
Estimating relative errors on both real and imaginary part of
the complex permittivity are ∆ε'/ε'=∆ε''/ε'<5%.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement was
performed on a Shimatzu DSC-50 system, with a heating rate
of 10°C/min from 20°C to 200°C. The sample is placed in a
platinum cell with a lid and the reference cell is empty.

Dielectric Analysis
The complex dielectric permittivity ε*=ε'−jε'' is a crucial
parameter required in the design of electronic devices. The
real part ε'(ω) is the dielectric constant which is related to
the energy stored in the material, and imaginary part ε''(ω)
is the dielectric loss which is proportional to the energy
dissipated in each cycle of the electric field (Aziz & Abidin,
2014). The dielectric properties of this composite have been
analyzed in terms of frequency and temperature. Fig. 2 shows
the variation of dielectric loss, ε'', and dielectric constant,
ε', as a function of frequency at various temperatures. It
is observed that the ε' and ε'' continuously decrease with
increasing frequency, whereas they show a decrease (below
Tm) and increase (above Tm) at fixed frequency. The decrease
of ε' with frequency could be attributed to the fact that at low
frequencies ε', for polar materials, is due to the contribution of
deformational polarization. When the frequency is increased,
the dipoles cannot be able to rotate sufficiently rapidly, so
that their oscillations lag behind those of the field. At high
frequency, the dipoles will be unable to follow the field and the
orientation polarization stopped, so ε' decreases, approaching
a constant value due to the interfacial polarization (El-Nahass
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The heating DSC thermogram of our sample is shown in
Fig. 1. It is clear that an endothermic peak has been observed
at about 90°C, which can be attributed to disordering in
structure associated to the melting transition temperature, Tm.
This spectrum reveals that this composite does not offer any
exothermic change until 200°C.
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) signal for ethylene butylacrylate loaded with 13% of carbon black
composite.
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Fig. 2. Imaginary and real (inserted figure) parts of the effective complex permittivity of ethylene butylacrylate/carbon black composites versus frequency:
for T<Tm (A) and for T>Tm (B).
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Fig. 3. Alternating current electrical conductivity of ethylene butylacrylate/carbon black composite versus frequency: for T<Tm (A) and for T>Tm (B).
Symbols are data, and lines are the fitting results using the Jonscher’s power law Eq. (2).

Table 1. Electrical and dielectric parameters versus temperature obtained
using the Jonscher’s power law (Eq. 2)

et al., 2016).

Electrical Conductivity Analysis
It has been demonstrated that the electrical conductivity
provides significant information related to kinetic
mechanisms of electronic charge carriers. The electrical
conductivity σAC(ω,T) of the sample was calculated from
dielectric losses, using the expression (Abazine et al., 2016):
		σAC (ω)=ωε0ε''(ω)			

(1)

Fig. 3 shows the frequency dependent conductivity, below
the melting point (Fig. 3A) and above of it (Fig. 3B). Three
broad regions may be identified. At low frequencies (F<Fc1),
the conductivity is almost constant behaviour corresponds
to the direct current (DC) conductivity (Jonscher, 1983).
It is observed in Table 1, that conductivity increases with
temperature (for T>Tm) which is a feature of a thermally
induced process due to the increase of the charge carrier
energy (Costa et al., 2011). At intermediate frequency
(Fc1<F<Fc2), the conductivity is frequency dependent. It
is characterized by the universal Jonscher’s power law of
electrical conductivity (Kilbride et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2008):
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R2 represents the correlation coefficient.
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where σDC is the DC conductivity and is related to the drift
mobility of the charge carriers, s(T) is a frequency exponent
parameter in the range 0<s<1 characterizing the deviation
from Debye behaviour. It represents the degree of interaction
between the conducting charges and the macromolecular
chains of the polymeric matrix, having a value of 0 for pure
resistive behaviour and 1 for pure capacitive behaviour

(Ouewsleti et al., 2010). The constant p is dependent on the
type of pair approximation in the network. The crossover
frequency ω c is a frequency (ω c=2πF c1 ) at which the
individual (parallel) pair processes percolate and that cause
the appearance of series processes. The series processes in
the low frequency range are non local and can be treated as
percolation of individual particles over macroscopic distances
in clusters or chains. The solid lines in Fig. 3 are obtained
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Fig. 4. Arrhenius plots of direct current (DC) electrical conductivity and
crossover frequency versus the inverse of temperature. The solid lines
represent the best linear fits of the experimental data.

from the fit of the Eq. (2). The obtained values of relaxation
parameters are given in Table 1. As can be seen, the values
of frequency exponent s are in the range 0.80~0.92 for the
temperature above the melting point and are temperature
independent. There are a several number of theoretical
approaches to deduce this behaviour from the microscopic
transport properties of various classes of materials (Elliot,
1987). The quantum-mechanical tunnelling model, which
corresponds to the variable range hopping model for nonzero
frequencies, predicts a temperature-independent frequency
exponent n near 0.8 (Elliot, 1987). In other work (Dyre, 1988);
It has been shown that an approximate universal power law
with an exponent value in the range 0.8~1.0 is characteristic
of hopping in disordered composite material where hopping
charge carriers are subject to spatially randomly varying
energy barriers. This agrees with the fluctuation induced
tunnelling model. The DC conductivity and the crossover
frequency ωc are temperature dependent, and this behaviour
will be discussed after. At high frequencies, the conductivity
has a dispersion that shifts to higher frequencies, a third
domain emerged towards up to the second crossover
frequency (Fc2>5 kHz) which is probably the beginning of the
transition to another electrical behaviour that characterise the
response of conductivity at high frequencies (Mohamed et al.,

2001).
From Table 1, the DC conductivity and the crossover fre
quency ωc increase with temperature, for the temperatures
above the melting point. This behaviour was modelled using
the thermal Arrhenius relations (Rim et al., 2006; Song et al.,
2007): σDC ∝ exp(EDC/kbT) and ωc ∝ exp(EAC/kbT) where kb is
the Boltzmann’s constant, EDC and EAC represent the activation
energies obtained respectively from the DC and alternating
current (AC) conductivities. Fig. 4 displays the representations
of σDC and ωc versus the inverse of temperature. The straight
line in Fig. 4, shows an activated thermal behaviour for
temperature above Tm, the calculated values of activation
energies are EDC=(0.41±0.02) eV and EAC=(0.51±0.01) eV,
smaller than those obtained using composite material based
on CB loaded in epoxy resin matrix (Macutkevic et al., 2013).
The difference may be related to the type of the matrix that
has been used in each composite because the polyester and
epoxy resin matrices do not have the same thermal and
mechanical properties.

CONCLUSIONS
The effective complex permittivity and the electrical
conductivity of EBA loaded with 13% of CB particles was
studied over a frequency range from 40 Hz to 100 kHz and
in a temperature range from 20°C to 125°C by impedance
spectroscopy. This study exhibits typical dielectric changes
process and a specific behavior versus frequency which was
modelled using the Jonscher’s power law. The activation
energies obtained from DC and AC conductivities
showed a weak interaction between carbon filler and the
macromolecular network.
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